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Abstract A method that involves stenciling electrodes

using dry powders for fuel cells is described and compared

to anodes and cathodes prepared by the traditional spraying

method using catalyst inks. Methods to determine the

proton conductivity of the DMFC anode layer are also

discussed. The stenciling method allows for the preparation

of highly reproducible membrane electrode assemblies

(MEAs) utilizing little waste material. MEAs can be

prepared in a controlled manner using the stenciling tech-

nique. The resulting morphology of the as-prepared

electrodes is observed to be dependent on the preparation

method, while the thickness of the once hot-pressed cata-

lyst layers appears to be independent of the preparation

method. Stenciled anodes of the same catalyst loading were

found to show a lower proton resistance (Rp) than sprayed

anodes. However, the lower Rp value was not sufficient to

result in a measurable increase in the performance of a

direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC); as in fact, the average

steady-state DMFC performance was found to be the same

using sprayed or stenciled electrodes. The DMFC perfor-

mance was found to be strongly dependent on the Nafion

content and large increases in the Nafion content were

needed to increase the DMFC performance measurably.

Even though thick electrodes were prepared in this work,

the Rp values of the stenciled anodes were found to be

comparable to results reported in the literature for much

thinner electrodes made using high metal catalyst loadings

on carbon. This observation is most probably due to the

higher Nafion content used in this work.
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1 Introduction

Fuel cells have attracted a lot of attention as alternative

sources of power. Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are

very promising for, e.g., portable devices that operate in the

40–60 �C range as well as for higher power ranges, e.g., for

light traction units such as forklifts. However, a number of

technical challenges need to be overcome in order to make

DMFCs viable. Some of these challenges are lowering the

noble metal catalyst loading, reducing the methanol

crossover from the anode to the cathode and addressing

water management issues. The catalyst loadings for

DMFCs are presently high for both the anode and the

cathode. In the case of the anode, high Pt/Ru catalyst

loadings of 1–4 mg per cm2 are typically used due to the

sluggishness of the methanol oxidation reaction. Pt catalyst

loadings in excess of 1 mg per cm2 membrane area are

used at the O2 reduction cathode due to both methanol

crossover and slowness of the reduction reaction. Methanol

crossover has a number of negative impacts such as loss of

anode fuel, increase in the Pt loading needed at the cathode

as well as depolarization of the cathode, i.e., a lower power

output. Designing new membranes to decrease methanol

crossover is one approach to increase the performance of a

DMFC. However, Nafion is still the membrane of choice in

these systems. The anode and cathode catalyst layer

structures themselves can be improved by design and

performance optimization. One aspect of this approach

centers around the fact that the use of thinner electrodes in
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DMFCs is an essential requirement, since proton conduc-

tivity and oxygen diffusivity within the porous electrode

structures can limit high current density performance.

However, in order to accomplish such improvements in a

systematic manner, one must first address the issue of

control of the electrode structure dictated by the fabrication

procedure, reproducible MEA fabrication and conditioning

processes.

Typical electrode fabrication techniques utilize catalyst

inks. For example, electrodes are often made by pasting,

brushing or spraying a catalyst ink on the membrane or a

carbon based diffusion layer [1–5]. These techniques

involve many important variables, most of which are not

reported in their entirety in the literature, as for example,

the viscosity of the ink solution and the exact composition

of the ink (e.g., the solvent to catalyst powder ratio and

ionomer content), the spraying pressure and distance, as

well as the air to ink ratio. These application techniques

typically result in inconsistencies for large electrode areas

and are often manual processes. The latter leads to non-

uniformities and inconsistencies, affecting the overall

morphology and composition of the catalyst layers. This in

turn plays a large role in determining the mass transport

and kinetic properties of the electrodes and resulting

MEAs.

In addition to spraying, alternative MEA fabrication

methods have been investigated. Gottesfeld and co-workers

[6] prepared MEAs by a decal method, where appropriate

amounts of catalyst inks were applied to a Teflon decal

blank and dried at 100 �C. The catalyst layers were sub-

sequently transferred from the blank to the Nafion

membrane by hot pressing and sandwiching between car-

bon papers. However, preparation of the catalyst ink and

high temperature transfer processing (160–200 �C) were

key factors, which can affect the particle size of the Pt

catalysts [7].

Gülzow et al. [8–10] explored the utilization of dry

powder catalyst mixtures to fabricate MEAs. This method

avoids the use of solvents and drying steps. Dry mixtures

consisting of the supported catalyst powders, polytetra-

fluoroethylene (PTFE) and polymer electrolyte powder

were sprayed directly onto the membrane or the gas dif-

fusion layer. This step was followed by hot rolling or hot

pressing to improve electrical and ionic contact. Repro-

ducible MEAs were made and tested for H2/O2 fuel cells.

In this work, a stenciling method that uses powders

consisting of a catalyst/ionomer mixture is explored with

the main goal to establish a highly reproducible method

that involves little waste material for MEA production on

the laboratory scale. The principles are similar to the

Gülzow’s et al. technique [8–10], as MEA electrodes are

fabricated from dry mixtures of catalyst powder and io-

nomer. The stenciling technique has the advantage that it

involves neither expensive nor complicated control equip-

ment and allows parameters such as layer thickness,

composition, catalyst and ionomer loadings to be easily

controlled. The goal of this study is to establish a repro-

ducible MEA fabrication technique that utilizes little waste

material. Electrodes made by the stenciling technique are

compared to electrodes made by spraying. DMFC perfor-

mances are obtained at 40 �C, i.e., for a temperature range

relevant to micro-fuel cell applications. The electrodes are

characterized for their morphology, electro-active surface

area and proton conductivity. Relatively thick anodes and

cathodes are investigated in this work with the goal of

eventually using the appropriate technique to form thinner

and more effective electrodes.

2 Experimental

2.1 Chemicals

Commercially available carbon supported catalysts were

used in this work. For the anode, a 20 weight (wt.) % Pt-10

wt.% Ru—HiSPEC 5000 (Alfa Aesar) catalyst was used,

while for the cathode a 20 wt.% Pt carbon supported cat-

alyst (Electrochem Inc.) was used. 20 and 5 wt.% Nafion

solutions in lower alcohols were purchased from Fluka.

The Toray carbon paper supports (TGHP-060, E-Tek Co.)

contain 10 wt.% PTFE. A Nafion 117 (Electrochem Inc.)

membrane is used. ACS grade chemicals and high resis-

tance ([18 Mohm) water were used.

2.2 Electrodes

Cathodes of 1 mg Pt per cm2 and anodes of 2 mg Pt ? Ru

per cm2 were prepared. The final Nafion content of the

electrodes is 30 wt.%, and the catalyst loadings are given

per cm2 membrane area, unless otherwise stated. In this

work, the Nafion content in wt.% in the electrode is defined

as follows:

Nafion content (wt:% ) ¼ Wion

Wion þWcatal

� 100 ð1Þ

where Wion is the weight of the dry ionomer and Wcatal is

the weight of catalyst including metal and carbon support.

2.2.1 Electrode preparation using the stencil method

Figure 1 illustrates the principle steps of the stenciling

method. The first step of the stencil method is the attempt

to coat and well distribute the catalyst with a thin layer of

the proton conductive ionomer. To do this, a freeze dry

technique in combination with an ultrasonic probe is used.

This step differs from the work done by Gülzow et al. [8, 9]
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who used a knife mill to distribute the catalyst powder and

the ionomer. In this work, a known amount of supported

catalyst powder is placed into a test tube and an appropriate

amount of the 20 wt.% Nafion solution in lower alcohols is

added. Subsequently, water is added to achieve a liquid

height of ca. 1–2 cm above the catalyst powder. The latter

is required for the ultrasonic probe. An ultrasonic probe

(Autotune series) is used to mix the ink at an amplitude of

25% for a desired energy (varying between 5 and 40 kJ,

requiring between 8 and 60 min., respectively). For the

present mixtures (that are all the same, and hence, of the

same viscosity), it is estimated that 10 W are applied. The

mixture is then placed into a freeze-drying flask (Lab-

conco) and immediately cooled with liquid N2 to -50 �C.

Subsequently, a vaccum is applied at 0.03 mbar and the

mixture is slowly dried over a period of 16 h in a FreeZone

1 L Benchtop Freeze Dry System. The mixture is dried by

removing the water and alcohols that are collected at the

system’s trap that is maintained at -50 �C. In order to

assists the removal of the solvents, the system is allowed to

heat to room temperature (20 �C) over a period of 16 h.

The resulting freeze-dried powder is used to stencil the

electrodes. A rapid freezing and slow drying process is

used in this work, which is expected to form small ice and

solvent crystals and a uniform structure of the powder.

An appropriate amount of the freeze dried powder is

then placed into a stainless steel stencil and hot pressed at

135 �C for 1 min. at 75 kg cm-2 onto a piece of 6.45 cm2

Toray carbon paper (10 wt.% wet proofed, TGPH-060,

E-Tek). The stencil is a mask made out of a flat stainless

steel plate exposing an area of 6.45 cm2. In this work, a

stainless steel stencil of 0.99 mm thickness is used. The

selection of the thickness is somewhat empirical, but is

selected in order to ensure that the stencil provides a

sufficient volume to hold the powder. The thickness of the

stencil needs to be adjusted if much thinner or thicker

electrodes are to be prepared.

2.2.2 Electrode preparation by spraying

Catalyst inks were prepared by dispersing appropriate

amounts of carbon supported catalyst, water, isopropyl

alcohol (IPA), and 5 wt.% Nafion solution in an ultrasonic

bath for 1 h. This ink is sprayed onto the Toray carbon

paper using an airbrush. The catalyst loading is determined

by weighing the carbon paper before and after spraying.

In some cases, electrodes were also prepared by spray-

ing the freeze dried powder. In this case, the ink was

prepared by dissolving the freeze dried powder in IPA

using an ultrasonic bath for 1 h. Electrodes made by

spraying inks made from freeze dried powders or inks

made using the as-received catalyst powders were essen-

tially the same, indicating that freeze drying did not have a

negative effect on neither the catalyst properties nor the

Nafion ionomer.

2.3 Physical characterization: SEM cross-section,

anode layer thickness, and BET analysis

Morphology and bulk composition of cross-sections of the

as-prepared electrodes were studied by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-840A). The unused elec-

trodes were submerged in liquid nitrogen for 30 s and then

fractured. This technique is used in an effort to minimize

distortion to the electrode. BET surface area data (Mi-

cromeritics, ASAP 2000) were collected for freeze-dried

catalyst-Nafion powders mixed using different energies

using N2 as adsorption/desorption gas. The anode catalyst

layers were also characterized for their BET surface area,

pore size and volume. The contribution from the backing

layer was found to be negligible.

Catalyst layer thickness measurements were obtained

either from SEM cross-sections or using a micrometer

(Mitutoyo). Prior to the thickness measurements, the

stenciled and the sprayed anodes were hot-pressed once.

The thickness of the carbon paper was subtracted from the

measurements.

2.4 Electrochemical measurements in solution

The electrodes prepared by the stencil method were cut into

pieces of 1 cm2 geometrical area and placed into a Ti mesh

holder. The electrochemical catalyst surface area (Acat)

values were estimated by integrating the charge required to

oxidize adsorbed CO (COads) in 0.5 M H2SO4 at room

temperature. Acat was obtained using the charge of COads

(QCOads) and a conversion factor of 420 lC cm-2 [11–14],

Fig. 1 Scheme showing Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA)

preparation using the stenciling method
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assuming the oxidation of one monolayer of COads. A

standard 2 compartment cell, where the working and ref-

erence electrode compartments were connected with a

Luggin capillary, was employed. A high surface area Pt

gauze served as counter electrode. A mercury/mercury

sulfate electrode (MSE) served as reference electrode. CO

was adsorbed by purging the 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte

solution with CO for 30 min., and subsequently the solution

CO was removed by N2 bubbling for 50 min. The potential

was maintained at -0.5 V vs. MSE during the entire pro-

cess. Two complete cycles between -0.75 and 0.4 V vs.

MSE were recorded utilizing a scan rate of 5 mV s-1.

2.5 MEA preparation and single DMFC tests

An anode and cathode were placed on either side of a pre-

treated Nafion 117 membrane. The membranes were pre-

treated by boiling (for 1 h in each solution) in 5 wt.% H2O2,

then in water, in 1 M H2SO4, and a second time in water.

The membranes were then stored in water. The membrane

electrode assembly (MEA) was hot-pressed at 75 kg cm-2

for 5 min. at 130 �C. The pressure was maintained for an

additional 15 min., while the heating was shut off. The

MEA was placed between two graphite current collectors

(Electrochem., Inc.) with a serpentine design for the fuel

and air distribution, using two silicone gaskets (Electro-

chem., Inc.) of 0.254 mm thickness exposing 5 cm2 of

MEA area. The temperature of the cell was maintained at

40 �C during DMFC performance testing.

For DMFC performance measurements, a 1 M methanol

solution was pumped at 2 mL min-1 through the anode

side and the cathode side was exposed to dry air at a flow

rate of 200 sccm. Fresh methanol solutions were used to

collect the individual DMFC performance curves.

2.6 MEA characterization in the DMFC

MEAs were characterized prior to conditioning and col-

lecting DMFC performance curves. Acat [13–15], double

layer capacitance (Cdl) and proton resistance (Rp) values of

the MEAs were obtained in the single cell utilizing the

cathode as counter and dynamic hydrogen reference elec-

trode (DHE) [16]. All potentials are referenced vs. the DHE

in this work, unless otherwise stated. Acat values were also

obtained from COads stripping experiments [13–15] carried

out in the fuel cell assembly. The electrochemical stripping

of the COads was preceded by CO adsorption at 0.1 V for

20 min. at 60 sccm of CO gas in a fully humidified cell,

followed by purging with N2 (60 sccm) at 0.1 V for

70 min. to remove non-adsorbed CO. The Cdl values of the

catalyst layers were extracted from cyclic volta-

mmogramms (CVs) recorded at different sweep rates [17].

The working electrode was fed humidified N2 (60 sccm)

and the cathode humidified H2 (40 sccm). Using the same

gas feeding conditions, Rp values were obtained using

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [1, 18–20].

The EIS spectra were collected at constant potentials and at

frequencies between 50 kHz and 20 mHz applying a root

mean square (RMS) voltage amplitude of 15 mV.

2.7 MEA conditioning and DMFC data acquisition

The MEAs were conditioned at 75 �C by passing 1 M

methanol at 2 mL min-1 for 2 h at the anode compartment

unless otherwise noted. The cathode was exposed to air.

The cell was then cooled down to 40 �C for 2 h. Cell

polarization curves in the galvanostatic mode were col-

lected using an air flow rate of 200 ccm at the cathode. The

influence of using humidified air during DMFC operation

at 40 �C was also tested. The DMFC performance was the

same with and without air humidification. During the

conditioning at 75 �C, a different cathode treatment was

tested by feeding the cathode humidified N2 flow at

150 sccm. Steady-state performance curves obtained

immediately after the two conditioning processes were

found to be essentially the same, suggesting that there is no

need to use humidified N2 at the cathode during condi-

tioning. In case of impedance testing for proton

conductivity measurements, the MEA was conditioned by

passing water at the anode and cathode unless otherwise

noted.

Anode polarization curves were also collected by pass-

ing H2 (40 sccm) at the cathode. The data reported are

obtained after 2 min. at a particular current.

2.8 Electrochemical and DMFC equipment

A Solartron potentiostat 1287 driven by Corrware (Scribner

Associates, Inc.) was used to collect all the electrochemical

data including the DMFC polarization curves. A Solartron

frequency response analyzer 1260 was employed for the

EIS measurements. A gas humidification system (Fuel Cell

Technologies) was used to humidify the gases for DMFC

testing.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Influence of ink mixing for the anode construction

BET surface area measurements were carried out for

freeze-dried powders prepared by mixing the carbon sup-

ported Pt-Ru catalyst and the Nafion solution at different

energies. As mentioned in the Sect. 2, a rapid cooling and

slow drying process was used in this work. The attempt of

the entire process is to form a dried powder consisting of
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the catalyst and a well-dispersed Nafion ionomer phase. A

well dispersed ink is formed by ultrasonically mixing the

Nafion ionomer that is dissolved in lower alcohols, and the

catalyst powder. Different mixing energies, as indicated in

Fig. 2 and the Sect. 2, were used. Immediately after mix-

ing, the ink is rapidly frozen to -50 �C. The rapid freezing

used in this work maintains the high dispersion between

catalyst powder and ionomer ink. It also forms small ice

and solvent crystals that when removed slowly are expec-

ted to result in a dry powder consisting of the catalyst and a

well dispersed ionomer phase. It is possible that the freeze

drying and ultrasonic process used in this work can be

further refined to achieve perhaps a higher degree of dis-

persion of the Nafion ionomer. After freeze drying, the

prepared catalyst powders were then placed onto the Toray

paper using the stainless steel mask and were hot-pressed.

Anodes of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2 loadings were prepared

and used to measure the QCOads and Acat values in 0.5 M

H2SO4 with the three-electrode cell configuration. The goal

in this part of the work was to find the optimal energy

needed to freeze-dry the catalysts resulting in the highest

distribution of Nafion among the catalyst sites. Figure 2

shows the surface area values obtained by BET and COads

stripping for the various catalyst powders. The BET surface

area is for the total weight, i.e., the Pt ? Ru ? C catalyst

including the Nafion, while Acat is calculated per gram of

Pt ? Ru only. Therefore, the experimental BET and Acat

values cannot be directly compared. Both the BET surface

area and Acat values show the same trend with the mixing

energy. The maximal mixing energy of 40 kJ, applicable

with the ultrasonic probe, results in the highest BET

and Acat surface area values of 86.5 ± 0.3 and

96.5 ± 3 m2 g-1, respectively. The values are found to be

in good agreement with BET data reported in the literature

for PtRu/C catalysts [14].

Acat values of sprayed anodes were also obtained. Acat

values of 95 ± 5 m2 g-1 were measured for sprayed

anodes, which are comparable to the values obtained for a

stenciled anode using the maximal mixing energy of 40 kJ.

(For both techniques, the mixing time is almost the same,

1 h.) It is concluded that, in terms of accessible catalyst

surface area, electrodes made by freeze drying at 40 kJ and

spraying are comparable. The Acat values measured for

sprayed and stenciled anodes agree well with the values

reported by Guo et al. for brushed 20 wt.% PtRu/C with 30

wt.% Nafion catalysts of 89 m2 g-1 [21]. Furthermore, the

Acat values obtained in 0.5 M H2SO4 using three-electrode

cell configuration are identical to Acat values obtained in

the fuel cell assembly, as shown in Sect. 3.5 and Table 4.

3.2 Anode morphology and thickness

Cross sections of the stenciled and the sprayed anodes were

studied using SEM. Figure 3 shows images of as-prepared

anodes, both of them hot-pressed. The morphologies of the

sprayed vs. stenciled anodes are very different while the

thickness is essentially the same, at 90 lm for the two hot-

pressed electrodes. The sprayed anode appears compact,

but is made of a porous network structure, while the

stenciled anode has a layered, flake-like structure. The fact

that the thickness of the two hot-pressed anodes is the same

could suggest that the porosity (total pore volume) is also

independent of the preparation method. However, details of

the pores may be different. Additional information about

the pore structure of the two electrodes obtained using N2

adsorption/desorption measurements are discussed below.

The N2 adsorption/desorption method yields information

about micropores (\2 nm), mesopores (2–50 nm), and

macropores ([50–300 nm) i.e., on a more resolved scale

than for the SEM cross-section in Fig. 3.

N2 adsorption/desorption curves were obtained for the

stenciled and sprayed anode catalyst layers. The results are

summarized in Table 1. The BET surface area for the

carbon paper (as-received and hot-pressed) was also mea-

sured and was found to be negligible to the area and pore

volumes found for the anode layers. The results in Table 1

are per gram of catalyst layer, which includes the weight of

the catalyst, carbon and Nafion. The BET surface area of

the stenciled anode is seen to be smaller than for the

sprayed anode, which is due to a smaller micropore area for

the stenciled anode. In fact, the external surface area, i.e.,

the area of the meso- and macropores is essentially the

same for the two electrodes. The results in Table 1,

columns 2 and 3, suggest that 38% of the BET area is made

of micropores for the sprayed anode, while 21% of the BET

area is made of micropores for the stenciled anode.
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Fig. 2 Surface area for various 20 wt.% Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru /C Alfa

Aesar catalyst electrodes (with 30 wt.% Nafion content), determined

by BET (e) and COads stripping experiments (h) for different

ultrasonic mixing energies. The three-electrode arrangement was used

for the Acat determination by COads stripping
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Consistent with these results, found for the areas per g of

anode catalyst layer, the volume of the micropores is larger

for the sprayed vs. the stenciled anode, while the volume

for the meso-and macropores of the two electrodes are very

comparable. It is noteworthy that the volume of the mi-

cropores is much smaller than the volume of the meso-and

macropores, hence, the difference in the micropore struc-

ture of the two electrodes does not add to the total pore

volume. The average pore size is estimated to be 34 nm for

both electrodes. The average pore size was obtained from

BJH adsorption and desorption curves setting the number

of pores that are open at both ends to 100% for both

samples. The catalysts are likely located in the meso-and

macropores of the anodes, rather than the smaller than

2 nm micropores. For both electrodes, the volume and

average size of the meso-and macropores are comparable.

The meso-and macropores are accessible for water and

methanol, which appears to be reflected in the essentially

identical Acat values of the two electrodes.

3.3 DMFC performance

3.3.1 Anode: stenciled vs. sprayed

Anodes with loadings of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2 were

prepared using the stencil and the spray method. The

anodes were conditioned and tested for their DMFC per-

formance, as described in the Sect. 2. All cathodes, with

1 mg Pt per cm2 loading, were prepared using the stencil

method. The steady-state current-voltage characteristics of

the MEAs using anodes prepared by stenciling and spray-

ing are obtained in the first day and are presented in Fig. 4.

The open-circuit voltage (OCP) of the cell with sprayed

and stenciled anodes is slightly higher than 0.6 V, but

much lower than the thermodynamic value of 1.2 V [22],

indicating that methanol crossover takes place. The DMFC

performances obtained with sprayed and stenciled anodes

are essentially the same. This indicates that the morpho-

logical difference observed by SEM for the as-prepared

anodes causes no difference in the performance. It also

indicates that the freeze-drying process does not negatively

impact the catalysts and the Nafion ionomer. The DMFC

performances for different MEAs were found to be repro-

ducible. For example, at a cell voltage of 0.2 V, the current

density values were 125 ± 5 mA cm-2 (\±5%) using

stenciled anodes, while the average current density value

was the same, but the reproducibility was lower, namely

±25 mA cm-2 (±25%), for sprayed anodes.

3.3.2 Cathode: stenciled vs. sprayed

Cathodes with loadings of 1 mg Pt per cm2 were prepared

using the stencil and the spray method. In all cases, a

sprayed anode of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2 was used, thus the

anode polarization curves obtained shown in Fig. 5 are the

same. The polarization curves using the differently

Fig. 3 SEM cross sections of

(a) sprayed and (b) stenciled

anodes with loadings of 2 mg

Pt ? Ru per cm2 and 30 wt.%

Nafion

Table 1 BET surface area and structural parameters determined from N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms for stenciled and sprayed anodes

Anode BET

S.A./m2 g-1
Micro-pore

Aa/m2 g-1
External

S.A.a/m2 g-1
Micropore

Va/cm3 g-1
Mesopore

Vb/cm3 g-1
Macropore

Vb/cm3 g-1
Average pore

diameter/nm

Sprayed 42 16 26 7 9 10-2 8 9 10-2 1 9 10-1 34

Stenciled 33 7 26 2.5 9 10-2 1 9 10-1 1.1 9 10-1 34

a Micropore (\2 nm) area (A) and volume (V) and external surface area (S.A.) (of [2 nm pores) are obtained from t-plots
b Cumulative volumes of mesopores (2–50 nm) and macropores (50–300 nm) are obtained from BJH adsorption and desorption measurements

for the sprayed and stenciled anodes. 100% of the pores were set to be open at both ends to yield the same volume for the adsorption and

desorption measurements of the two anodes
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prepared cathodes are also shown in Fig. 5. Again, the

steady-state cell performances are seen to be essentially

the same for both electrodes. The main advantage of the

stenciled vs. the sprayed electrodes is that less waste

material is produced. Furthermore, the catalyst loading is

easier to control with the stencil technique, resulting in

higher reproducibility in electrode preparation, hence, the

stenciled cathode is used for the further experiments car-

ried out in this work, in which the interest is focused on the

anode.

It should be noted that on the laboratory scale tested in

this work, the loss of catalyst materials by spraying was

70%, while stenciling results in practically zero loss of

catalyst waste. The loss of catalyst material on a large scale

production using the spray method is lower, but still in the

25% range. Given the fact that the catalyst can contribute

between 80 and 90% of the total system cost, a method that

involves little or no catalyst waste suggests that a reduction

in the 20% range in the system cost is possible. It should be

noted that these numbers are estimates. Furthermore, the

main intent of the present study was to develop a repro-

ducible method on the laboratory scale. MEAs have been

manufactured at a larger scale using dried powders [8, 9].

Nevertheless, further testing is required in order to suc-

cessfully use this method for large scale production.

3.4 The proton resistance, Rp

3.4.1 Determination of Rp

The aim of this part is to identify an accurate method that

allows for the determination of the proton resistance, Rp, in

the anode catalyst layer reflecting DMFC operating con-

ditions. The proton conductivity is an important parameter.

Rp is of particular importance for DMFCs, where typically

high catalyst loadings, and hence thick anodes, are used. In

fact, it has been proposed in previous work that less than

7 lm of the DMFC anode [23] is active due to proton

conductivity limitations in the catalyst layer. In the case of

DMFCs, only a few studies [2, 24] are available, hence,

possible measurement procedures for Rp are evaluated and

discussed in this work. For PEM fuel cells, the measure-

ment of Rp has been well established [18–20, 25]. The

so-called ‘‘H2/N2 method’’, combined with ac impedance
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Fig. 4 a DMFC steady-state polarization curves at 40 �C for

stenciled (-m-) and sprayed (-d-) anodes (2 mg cm-2 of 20 wt.%

Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru). In all cases, a stenciled cathode (1 mg cm-2 of 20

wt.% Pt) was used; The polarization curves were collected flowing

1 M methanol at 2 mL min-1 at the anode, and either 200 sccm dry

air (Fuel cell mode, filled symbols) or 40 sccm H2 (anode polariza-

tion, open symbols) at the cathode. Steady-state FC performance (cell

and anode voltage) was achieved on the first day. b DMFC power

density curves at 40 �C for stenciled (-m-) and sprayed (-d-) anodes
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Fig. 5 Steady-state cell polarization curves at 40 �C for sprayed

anode (2 mg cm-2 of 20 wt.% Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru) and either stenciled

(-j-) or sprayed (-m-) cathode (1 mg cm-2 of 20 wt.% Pt). The

polarization curves were collected flowing 1 M methanol at

2 mL min-1 at the anode, and either 200 sccm dry air (Fuel cell

mode, filled symbols) or 40 sccm H2 (anode polarization, open

symbols) at the cathode. Steady-state DMFC performance (cell and

anode voltage) was achieved on the first day
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spectroscopy, is typically used to measure the Rp values in

PEM fuel cells. In this method, the catalyst layer of interest

is the working electrode and is fed with humidified nitro-

gen. The other catalyst layer is fed with humidified

hydrogen and used as DHE. This method can be used after

reaching PEMFC steady-state performance.

The impedance of the catalyst layer is represented by a

transmission line [1, 18–20]. An example of Nyquist plots

obtained using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’ for MEAs prepared in

this work, and used for Rp measurements, is shown in

Fig. 6. A Warburg-like response (45� slope) is typically

observed at high to intermediate frequencies provided that

the catalyst is uniformly distributed within the electrode

layer. The Warburg response corresponds to semi-infinite

diffusion of protons through the catalyst layer. At lower

frequencies, a 90� vertical line is observed, corresponding

to the total capacitance and resistance of the catalyst layer.

Rp can be obtained from the Warburg impedance. The

length of the Warburg region is projected onto the real

impedance axis and the high frequency intercept Z0 value is

subtracted yielding the Z
0

W value. This Z
0

Wvalue is related to

Rp, as follows [18–20] (see also Fig. 6):

Z
0

W ¼
Rp

3
ð2Þ

According to the theory described in [25], Rp can also be

determined from the modulus |Z| at a given angular

frequency, x:

Zj j ¼ Kx�1=2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Rp

Cdl

r

x�1=2 ð3Þ

In Eq. 3, Cdl is the double layer capacitance, which can be

determined from CV experiments, as discussed in Sect. 3.4

b and c and K is the unitless slope of a plot of |Z| vs. x-1/2.

For PEMFCs, before ac impedance measurements using

the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’ are taken, the cell is usually operated

with humidified H2 on the anode and dry O2 on the cath-

ode. This is done in a potentiostatic mode until a steady

current is obtained. This conditioning process is not applied

here in order to avoid any possible deterioration of the

MEAs prior to DMFC testing. However, humidification of

the catalyst layer is an important factor to allow good

proton conductivity and reach steady-state conditions.

Hence, another conditioning process is employed in order

to test the validity of determining Rp using the ‘‘H2/N2

method’’.

3.4.2 Rp values before and after DMFC testing: ‘‘The H2/

N2 method’’

The following conditioning process and measuring

sequence was adopted in this work in order to measure the

Rp, Cdl and Acat values before and after the collection of

DMFC performance curves. In this process, water is cir-

culated at both the anode and the cathode at 40 �C

overnight. Subsequently, excess water is flushed using

humidified N2 at 60 sccm at the anode and humidified H2

at 40 sccm at the cathode for 15 min. before the mea-

surements of Rp, Cdl and Acat are carried out. After these

tests, the usual conditioning process at 75 �C for 2 h is

repeated and DMFC polarization curves are recorded. The

water circulation process is repeated and the measurements

of Rp, Cdl and Acat are carried out again.

Figure 6 shows the complex plane plots obtained for a

conditioned anode prior to and after DMFC curves are

obtained. Prior to DMFC testing, the MEA is free of

methanol, hence a charge transfer reaction due to methanol

oxidation can be ruled out. The impedance spectra are

collected at 0.375 V, which is in the double layer region

(see below and Fig. 8). A straight line of 41� is observed at

high frequencies followed by a line of a ca. 84� slope at

low frequencies. The deviation from 90� at low frequencies

cannot be explained by a pure capacitance. The use of a

constant phase element (CPE) is more appropriate in this

case to simulate non-ideal conditions that are typically

observed for porous electrodes [26, 27]. Using the graph-

ical method and Eq. 2, an Rp value of 1.18 X cm2 is

determined for the stenciled anode prior to DMFC testing.

The second method for the Rp determination, i.e., a plot of

the modulus of the impedance |Z| in the Warburg region vs.

x-1/2, is shown in Fig. 7. A straight line is obtained with a
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Fig. 6 Nyquist plots obtained for humidified nitrogen-bathed anode

(stenciled, 2 mg cm-2 of 20 wt.% Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru ? 30 wt%

Nafion) at 0.375 V vs. DHE before (d) and after (s) DMFC

performance testing. The MEA is conditioned by passing water and

not methanol at the anode (and cathode) prior to the impedance

measurements
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slope, K, of 1.484. K equals
ffiffiffiffiffi

Rp

Cdl

q

, as shown in Eq. 3. To

obtain the value Cdl, CVs are collected at different scan

rates in the double layer region, i.e., between 0.32 and

0.45 V. A Cdl value of 479 mF cm-2 is extracted from the

CV data shown in Fig. 8 utilizing Eq. 4 [17]:

Djdl ¼ 2Cdl m ð4Þ

In Eq. 4, Djdl = ja-jc is the difference between the anodic

and cathodic current density. A plot of Djdl vs. the scan rate

is shown in Fig. 8b. The Djdl value is seen to increase

linearly with the scan rate and pass through a zero inter-

cept, as expected for a capacitive current density. The Djdl

value is found to be independent of the potential range

tested, i.e., between 0.32 and 0.45 V. This suggests an Rp

value of 1.06 X cm2, which is close to the Rp value of

1.18 X cm2 obtained using the graphical method.

After the collection of steady-state DMFC performance

curves, the anode compartment is flushed to remove the

methanol fuel by passing water overnight. Subsequently

the Rp, Cdl and Acat measurements are repeated. The

impedance spectrum obtained after collecting the DMFC

performance curves are also shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It is

seen in Fig. 6 that the high frequency intercept, which

corresponds to the sum of the membrane resistance and

various electronic contacts and bulk resistances [20], is

lower than it was prior to collecting the DMFC perfor-

mance curves. This is most likely due to an increased

humidification of the Nafion membrane [28]. The Rp value

is also found to be smaller. This is expected when better

anode humidification is achieved. Using the graphical

method, an Rp value of 0.69 X cm2 is found. The Cdl value

determined from CV data is 420 mF cm-2. Furthermore,

the slope K is 1.238, thus these results suggest an Rp value

of 0.64 X cm2. All the measured and calculated values are

summarized in Table 2. The results suggest a decrease in

the Rp value of almost 40% as a result of DMFC testing.

This decrease was observed on all the MEAs studied in this

work, and is believed to reflect an improvement in the

humidification of the anode.

3.4.3 Rp values measured in the presence of methanol

In this case, the MEAs are tested in a driven cell mode using

methanol fed to the anode (as working electrode) and

hydrogen to the cathode (as DHE and counter electrode).

Measurements carried out under these conditions are likely

to reflect the Rp value close to real DMFC operating con-

ditions. The impedance measurement can be done after

anode steady-state performances are reached. The estima-

tion of Cdl is an issue in the presence of methanol. This is

seen in Fig. 9 that shows the CV of the anode catalyst layer

recorded using 1 M methanol feed. Even at potentials as
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(s) DMFC performance curves are obtained. d shows the data before

DMFC testing, the linear regression obtained is: y = 1.484 x ? 0.743

(R2 = 0.999). s shows the data after DMFC testing, the linear

regression is: y = 1.238 x ? 0.460 (R2 = 0.999)
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low as 0.25 V, a positive current due to methanol oxidation

is observed. At more negative potentials, adsorption of

atomic H and CH3OH takes place. Hence, in the presence of

methanol there is no double-layer only region. A potential

of 0.25 V is used in this work as a compromise to measure a

‘‘pseudo-Cdl’’ value. To avoid faradaic processes, in the

present case methanol oxidation, the ac spectra must also be

recorded at low potentials, where methanol oxidation

kinetics are slow. Again, CVs at different scan rates were

recorded, however, in the potential range of 0.14 and 0.3 V,

as shown in Fig. 10a. At 0.25 V, the current density

increases linearly with the scan rate, as predicted by Eq. 4

and shown in Fig. 10b. This ‘‘pseudo-Cdl value’’ is smaller

than the one obtained using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’ due to the

contribution of adsorbed methanol at 0.25 V.

AC spectra in the presence of methanol were recorded at

0.25 V. The high frequency range is chosen to minimize

influences of faradaic processes on |Z|. The Rp value

obtained in the presence of methanol and using the

graphical method is 0.7 X cm2. This value is very similar

to the values obtained using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’ after

DMFC performance testing, thus validating this measure-

ment procedure in the presence of methanol. It is

concluded that either method, i.e., the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’

used after DMFC testing or the measurements in the driven

cell mode in the presence of methanol at 0.25 V vs. DHE,

are appropriate to obtain the Rp value of these anodes. All

additional Rp values reported in this work are measured

after DMFC testing using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’.

3.4.4 Rp and rp values for stenciled vs. sprayed anodes

In this section, the Rp values for both stenciled and sprayed

anodes of the same composition, namely 2 mg Pt ? Ru per

cm2 and 30 wt.% Nafion content, are measured and com-

pared. For each preparation method, 5 anodes were

prepared and studied. For the stenciled anodes Rp values of

0.73 ± 0.03 X cm2 were determined. The deviation from

Table 2 Examples of data extracted from impedance and CV mea-

surements for a stenciled anodea

Parametersb Values

Before DMFC testing After DMFC testing

Cdl/mF cm-2 479 420

K 1.484 1.238

Rp from Eq. 2/X cm2 1.18 0.69

Rp from Eq. 3/X cm2 1.06 0.64

a The stenciled anode contained 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2 membrane

area and a Nafion content of 30 wt.%. A commercial, carbon sup-

ported 20 wt.% Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru catalyst on Vulcan XC-72 is used
b Parameters are extracted from experimental data shown in

Figs. 6–8. Cdl is the double layer capacitance measured from CV

curves using different sweep rates, as shown in Fig. 8. K is the slope

of a plot of |Z| vs. x-1/2 as defined in Eq. 3 and Rp is the proton

resistance of the anode measured at 0.35 V using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’
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anode to anode is seen to be very small indicating that the

stenciling method allows for very reproducible catalyst

layer preparation. In the case of the sprayed anodes, larger

variations in the Rp values were found. Furthermore, the Rp

values are found to be 40% larger, namely

1.02 ± 0.17 X cm2, than the values determined for sten-

ciled anodes. Despite the 40% difference in the Rp values,

very similar DMFC steady-state performances were

observed for MEAs made using either stenciled or sprayed

anodes. Hence, additional experiments need to be carried

out to determine the limiting factors for the DMFC per-

formance, as further discussed in Sect. 3.5. The low

variation in the Rp value for stenciled anodes vs. the larger

variation for sprayed anodes is consistent with the variation

in the DMFC performance, as shown in the j values at 0.2 V

cell voltage that are also listed in Table 3. Again, this

highlights the high reproducibility of the stencil method.

The Rp values are comparable to values reported by Hav-

ránek and Wippermann [24]; examples of the latter are also

listed in Table 3. In their work, Rp was determined for

sprayed anodes that were made of high Pt/Ru loadings (84–

95 wt.%) on carbon black and for different Nafion contents

in the 5–16 wt.% range. In the latter case, the anode layer

thickness is much thinner than in our work, namely *10 vs.

*100 lm; however, the Rp value of the latter is not

smaller. This is assigned to the fact that a higher Nafion

content is used in this work, thus providing a more con-

tinuous network for proton transport (see Sect. 3.5).

The proton conductivity, rp, value in the anode catalyst

layer is related to Rp and the thickness, da, of the anode

catalyst layer, as follows:

rp ¼
da

Rp
ð5Þ

The thicknesses of stenciled and sprayed anodes prepared

in this work that consist of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2 and 30

wt.% Nafion are listed in Table 3. The values shown in

Table 3 are measured using a micrometer, as described in

the Sect. 2. The values are for as-prepared electrodes. They

may not reflect the correct value of the anode layer when

steady-state DMFC performance is reached and the Rp

values are measured. However, these values are used here,

as cross-sectioning of used MEAs, and hence anode layer

thickness measurements, are difficult due to their brittle-

ness. The rp values are calculated using Eq. 5. Table 3 also

shows literature rp values for comparison. rp values of 12

and 9 mS cm-1 for the stenciled and sprayed anodes,

respectively are estimated. The rp values are one order of

magnitude lower than found for bulk Nafion, which is

reported as 120 mS cm-1 at 40 �C [24]. As discussed in

previous work, this difference can be explained by the

tortuosity of the Nafion phase in the catalyst layer [29].

3.5 Effect of the Nafion content in the anode on DMFC

performance

The influence of the ionomer content in the catalysts layers

on the DMFC performance has been studied for carbon

supported [30] and unsupported [2, 30, 31] Pt-Ru catalysts.

The performance of a DMFC is dependent on the Nafion

content. Optimal contents have been determined for sup-

ported and unsupported catalysts. At low contents, the

proton conductivity in the catalyst layer increases with

increasing Nafion content. However, at high ionomer

contents the Nafion can block catalyst sites and introduce

mass transport limitations of the methanol fuel into the

electrodes of increased thickness [31]. A limitation to

catalyst utilization due to a poor electronic conductivity is

also possible to explain a decrease of the performance at

high ionomer contents. Sasikumar et al. [32] have shown

that for H2 fuel cells, the optimal ionomer content depends

on the catalyst loading. The goal of this present part is not

Table 3 Comparison of various parameters of sprayed and stenciled anodes as well as literature data

Sample da/lm Rp/ohm cm2 rp/mS cm-1 jf/mA cm-2

Sprayed anodea (30 wt.%Nafion) 91 ± 15c 1.02 ± 0.2d 9e 125 ± 25

Stenciled anodea (30 wt.%Nafion) 89 ± 5c 0.73 ± 0.03d 12e 125 ± 5

Sprayed anode [24]b (16 wt.%Nafion) 11 0.42 2.6

Sprayed anode [24]b (10 wt.%Nafion) 13 1.34 1

a Anodes prepared in this work. They consist of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm-2 membrane area and are made using 20 wt.% Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru on

carbon black
b Values taken from Ref. [24]. The Rp and da values are recalculated for the 2 mg PtRu cm-2 loadings used in this work. A 84–95 wt.% Pt ? Ru

anode catalyst on carbon black was used
c Thickness of the anode catalyst layer measured using a micrometer prior to hot-pressing the MEA assembly. Both anode catalyst layers are hot-

pressed once. The thickness of the carbon paper, 200 lm, is subtracted
d Values measured using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’ at 0.375 V vs. DHE
e The rp values are calculated using the mean values of Rp and da values listed in the Table and Eq. 5
f Current density of a single cell DMFC at 0.2 V cell potential, 1 M methanol feed and 40 �C cell temperature
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to find the optimal Nafion content for our carbon supported

Pt-Ru catalyst layers, but to check how the increase in

Nafion content influences the surface area and the proton

conductivity as well as the DMFC performance.

Anodes with loadings of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2, but

with different Nafion contents, were prepared using the

spray method. The spray method was used to prepare the

different anodes since the freeze drying involved in the

stenciling method requires the preparation of ‘‘large’’ bat-

ches (several grams) of catalyst-ionomer powders. All

cathodes, of 1 mg Pt per cm2 and 30 wt.% Nafion loadings,

were prepared using the stencil method. The thicknesses of

the anode catalyst layers were also measured and are

reported in Table 4. The thickness increases with Nafion

content, however, the increase is not pronounced. This

suggests a strong increase in the volume fraction of Nafion

in the catalyst layer, which is expected to be accompanied

by a decrease in the porosity of the catalyst layer. The

calculated values for the volume % (Vol.%) of Nafion in

the catalyst layer are also shown in Table 4. The values

were calculated using the da values listed in Table 4 and a

density for Nafion of 1.8 g cm-3. Based on these calcula-

tions, the Vol.% of Nafion in the catalyst layer is suggested

to increase by a factor of 4 with an increase in the Nafion

content from 15 to 50 wt.%. This in turn enhances the

proton conductivity of the anode catalyst layer drastically,

which is indeed observed in the decrease of the Rp values

also listed in Table 4. The catalyst surface area is not

significantly influenced by the change in the Nafion con-

tent. However, the improved proton conductivity of the

anode layer results in a significant increase in the DMFC

performance shown in Fig. 11.

The increase in Nafion content has a large impact on Rp.

The Rp values decrease from 8 to 0.1 X cm2 upon

increasing the Nafion content from 15 to 50 wt.%. These

results explain why the difference in Rp between sprayed

Table 4 The influence of the Nafion content on various anode parameters

Nafion contenta/wt.% da
b/lm Vol% Nafionc/% Acat

d /m2 g-1 Rp
e/ohm cm2 nf

15 80 ± 15 8 95 8.3 1.9

30 91 ± 15 17.5 100 1 1.5

40 93 ± 15 27.5 100 0.3 1.3

50 112 ± 15 33 95 *0.1–0.15 0.06–0.42

a Nafion content of the anode catalyst layer, as defined in Eq. 1. All anodes are made by spraying and are of 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2 loading
b Thickness of the resulting anode catalyst layer (da). The anode layer is hot-pressed prior to the measurement. The thickness of the carbon paper

backing, 200 lm, is subtracted
c Volume percentage of Nafion in the anode layer. The value was calculated using a Nafion density of 1.8 g cm-3 and the anode thickness, da

listed in column 2 in Table 4
d Surface area, Acat, measured from experimental COads stripping voltammograms in the fuel cell assembly. The values are per g of Pt ? Ru
e Rp values measured at 0.375 V vs. DHE using the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’
f The exponent n is calculated using the Rp and da values listed in Table 4 and eqs. 5?6. The n value relates to the microstructure and tortuosity

of the Nafion phase
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Fig. 11 (a) DMFC steady-state polarization curves and (b) DMFC

power density curves at 40 �C for sprayed anodes (2 mg cm-2 of 20

wt.% Pt ? 10 wt.% Ru) with 15 (d), 30 (m), 40 (j) and 50 wt.% (.)

of Nafion content. In all cases, a stenciled cathode (1 mg cm-2 of 20

wt.% Pt) was used. The polarization curves were collected flowing

1 M methanol at 2 mL min-1 at the anode, and either 200 sccm dry

air (Fuel cell mode, filled symbols) or 40 sccm H2 (anode polariza-

tion, open symbols) at the cathode. Steady-state FC performance (cell

and anode voltage) was achieved on the first day
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and stenciled anodes, of ca. 30%, does not influence the

DMFC performance. A bigger difference is needed to have

a significant impact on the DMFC performance.

A further increase in the Nafion content of the anode

may further increase the DMFC performance. For example,

for a DMFC anode with 3 mg of PtRu (53.3 wt.% PtRu/C)

per cm2, the optimal Nafion content was reported as 60

wt.% [30]. Our catalyst loading on carbon being lower, and

thus our catalyst layer thickness being more important, the

optimal Nafion content may be even higher than 60 wt.%.

However, future work will focus on using higher PtRu on

carbon loadings, which should allow for the preparation of

thinner electrodes, and hence better catalyst utilization.

Therefore, the low catalyst on carbon loading layers used

here were not further optimized.

Figure 12 shows a plot of the proton conductivity (rp)

vs. the Vol.% of Nafion. A similar plot has been presented

by Havránek et al. [24] for MEA anodes made of unsup-

ported catalysts and by Boyer et al. [29]. Similar to

Havránek et al., the relationship between rp vs. the Vol.%

of Nafion obtained for these electrodes is not linear. The rp

values at low Vol.% of Nafion (e.g., 1 mS cm-1 at 8

Vol.%) are comparable to the values obtained by Havránek

et al. [24]. The influence of lower Vol.% amounts of Nafion

onto the proton conductivity was not tested, as the Vol.%

of Nafion of less than 8 was too small to make a

mechanically stable electrode. The rp values and the fol-

lowing empirical equation were used to obtain more

information about the micro-structure and tortuosity of the

Nafion phase [29]:

rp ¼ en rbulk;Nafion ð6Þ

In Eq. 6, e is the volume fraction of Nafion and rbulk, Nafion

is the specific proton conductivity of bulk Nafion, which is

0.1 S cm-1 at 25 �C. n is the exponent that is calculated.

The n value depends on the microstructure and tortuosity of

the Nafion phase. The n values estimated in this manner are

listed in Table 4. Typical n values range from 1.2 to 4.5 [24,

29], i.e., the values for the 10–40 wt.% (i.e., 8–28 Vol.%)

Nafion are well within the typical range observed. An n

value of unity indicates a phase of no tortuosity. The n value

for the 50 wt.% Nafion is estimated to be less than unity. It

should be noted the error in the (very small) Rp value is

large, and hence, the accuracy of the estimated n value is

questionable. One can also expect that for very high weight

and volume fractions, the Nafion starts to form a bulk phase

of no or low tortuosity. In any case, the n value for the 50

wt.% Nafion electrode is questionable. The n value for the

stenciled anode (30 wt.%) was estimated to be 1.3, i.e., well

within the expected range. Our n values are comparable to

the value of 1.5 often set for FC electrodes.

4 Conclusions

In this work, electrodes for DMFCs are fabricated and

compared using a stenciling and the well known spraying

technique. The prepared MEAs are tested for DMFC per-

formance at 40 �C and characterized for the electrode active

catalyst surface area, as well as proton conductivity of the

anode, and the anode layer thickness. The stenciling tech-

nique is found to be able to give highly reproducible MEAs,

as seen in the low variance (\5%) of the DMFC perfor-

mances at a particular cell voltage vs. the up-to 25%

variance for sprayed anodes. Similarly, the proton resistance

values of anode layers made by stenciling are also within

5%, while the variance for sprayed anodes is again larger,

namely up-to 25%. The stenciling technique is convenient

as it utilizes dry powders and it produces little waste

material. The morphologies of the as-prepared anodes in the

micrometer scale observed by SEM are found to be signif-

icantly different using the spraying vs. the stenciling

technique, while the thickness of the as-prepared, and one

time hot-pressed anode catalyst layers, is essentially the

same. N2 adsorption/desorption measurements further sug-

gest that the sprayed anodes have a larger micropore

(\2 nm) area and volume, while the volume and average

pore size for the meso- (2–50 nm) and macropores

(50–300 nm) are very comparable for sprayed and stenciled

anodes. The morphological differences observed in the SEM

and the micropore area and volume of the as-prepared

anodes does not influence the DMFC performance, as

essentially the same (within the experimental error) DMFC

performances are obtained using sprayed and stenciled
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Fig. 12 Plot of rp vs. the Vol.% of Nafion for a sprayed anode. The

rp values are determined using the Rp and da values listed in Table 4

and using Eq. 5
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anodes. Electrodes were manufactured and investigated on a

laboratory scale and the majority of the measurements were

carried out overall several days. However, it was confirmed

in parallel work that MEA’s can be made using both tech-

niques that lasted for over 2,000 h of DMFC operation.

In this work, methods and measurement sequences for

the determination of the proton resistance, Rp, of the anode

catalyst layer of the DMFCs are also tested. Measurements

in the presence and absence of methanol in the catalyst layer

were carried out. It was found that both methods yield the

same results provided that the appropriate experimental

conditions are used. In the presence of methanol, Rp was

determined at low potentials in order to minimize the con-

tribution of the methanol oxidation current. Measurements

without methanol feed were carried out using the ‘‘H2/N2

method’’ typically employed for PEMFCs. In this method,

the anode is fed with humidified N2, while H2 feed serves to

utilize the cathode also as dynamic reference electrode.

Humidification of the ionomer in the catalyst layer is a

critical issue in obtaining steady-state and reproducible Rp

measurements, particularly when the ‘‘H2/N2 method’’ is

used. It is necessary to obtain steady-state DMFC perfor-

mance curves, and then carry out the Rp measurements. The

proton conductivity, rp, of the anode layer is estimated to be

12 ± 0.5 mS cm-1, and 9 ± 1.5 mS cm-1 for stenciled

and sprayed anodes, respectively, that are made of 30 wt.%

Nafion. These values agree with the measurements of

Havránek and Wippermann [24], who obtained proton

conductivity values of the same order of magnitude for

sprayed anodes. The proton conductivity is ca. 30% higher

for stenciled vs. sprayed anodes. However, this difference is

too small to influence the DMFC performance measurably.

In fact, studies using anodes made of different Nafion

contents carried out in this work indicate that large

increases in the Nafion content are needed to improve the

DMFC performance. For the 2 mg Pt ? Ru per cm2

membrane area anode loadings used in this work (that are

made of commercial 20 wt.% Pt and 10 wt.% Ru on carbon

black), a decrease in Rp from 8 to 0.1 X cm2 was achieved

by increasing the Nafion content from 15 to 50 wt.%. This

resulted in a 1.6 times increase in the maximal power

density of a single DMFC. The use of higher Nafion con-

tents did not increase the anode layer thickness drastically.

Therefore, the Vol.% of Nafion in the anode layer increased

by a factor of 4, thus providing a more continuous network

for proton transport in the anode layer. It appears that the

increase in Vol.%. Nafion, and the accompanied lowering of

Rp, is mainly responsible for the observed increase in the

maximal power density.
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